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WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING...
A selection of 2012 quotes highlighting MRF’s unique approach to medical research

The Atlantic
Mission Critical: How Translation-Focused Disease Foundations May Save Medical Research
 “[Myelin Repair Foundation’s] approach...could result in a promising future for big pharma, a sustainable future for the biomedical innovation ecosystem, and most importantly, a healthier future for patients.”

Forbes
Translation, Innovation, Regulation: Responding to Biopharma’s Key Challenges
 “[Myelin Repair Foundation] is basically taking the experimental medicine/translational medicine function out of pharma and running it out of an organization with an impassioned and enduring commitment to the [Valley of Death] problem.”

Businessweek
Speeding Up the Discovery of Drugs
 “Pharma produces only 20 to 30 new drugs a year. A California entrepreneur [Scott Johnson] aims to raise its output.”

Fast Company
A Look Around the Bend on the Health Innovation Highway
 “The Myelin Repair Foundation assembled its own translational lab staffed with experienced biopharma researchers to increase the odds of success for new MS treatments by ensuring academic discoveries are commercially robust and industry ready, an emphasis markedly different than funding traditional university or private company research.”

Pharmaceutical Executive
Three Ways to the Future
 “With a small $40 million budget, this professional non-profit group pursues what a labor union might call a platform of mediation: to advance a compound collaboratively, first identify the cultural and practice insecurities that attach to any relationship between industry and academia, then translate and transform these into a set of tools that end up validating the academic work—to industry standards.”

Nature Biotechnology
Patient Power
 “[Disease foundations like the MRF are] actually changing the way translational research and clinical development are done.”

Chemical and Engineering News
The New Scientists
 “Patient-driven groups... are enthusiastic about the role they can play to fill the gap between the discovery lab and the clinic. With industry becoming increasingly risk-averse, the timing is right for new models of how to do research, MRF’s Tung says. ‘This is a kind of renaissance where nonprofits are stepping up to the plate.’”

Visit our web site for the complete story on each of these selections as well as our entire news coverage.
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